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Short focal length refractors are becoming increasingly popular 
among those who value portability over raw power. 

The Primaluce Airy ED90 is one of the newest to hit the 
market and, as Neil English discovers, 

it has a broad appeal.

Test Driving the

Primaluce Airy 
ED90 refractor 

Small, short focal length refractors have proven 
to be very popular among amateur astronomers, 
nature observers and astrophotographers alike. 
Their sharp, high-contrast images often allow them 

to punch above their weight and their portability ensures 
that they can be deployed at a moment’s notice to give 
(almost) instantly gratifying views. Following the successful 
marketing of the ED80, refractor designers have sought to 
shorten the focal length as much as possible. One way to 
do this is to introduce a third element to the objective for 
improved colour correction and better spherical aberration 
correction, but triplet apochromats need longer to cool 
off and suffer more from misalignment owing to their 
greater complexity. Recently though, the Italian company 
Primaluce Lab have brought to market a super-fast (f/5.5) 
doublet ED refractor with a clear aperture of 90mm. I 
agreed to test it during daylight and night-time hours.

The telescope arrived in perfect condition, secure in 

Aperture: 90mm

Objective: ED (FPL51) doublet 

Focal length: 500mm

Focal ratio: 5.5

Tube: Powder-coated, white aluminium

Weight: w/ 2” diagonal: 3.8kg

Focuser: 
Hybrid 50.8mm rack and pinion 11:1 dual- 
speed fine focuser with 31.8mm adapter, 
lockable and fully rotatable.

Dew shield: Retractable

Tube length: 40cm retracted/55cm extended.

Mounting bracket: 
Shoe type, compatible with photographic 
tripods and a variety of telescope mounts.

Case: Foam padded aluminium

Accessories: Full range available

Price: £868

Available from: 365 Astronomy

Telephone: 020 33 845 187

Email: sales@365atronomy.com
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